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VIII/2020 Selection Posts Examination (Hioher Secondary (10+2) level)

Declaration of Aclclitional Result of ComDuter Basecl Examination for next
staoe of scrutinv
****)i*******

continuation to the result of Computer Based Examination for Phase
Vlll/2o2o/Selection Posts for Higher Secondary (10+2) level posts already declared
on 12.04.2021, wherein candidates were qualified for various Post-categories in the ratio
of 1:20 or 1:10 (vacancy : candidates), wherever applicable (as per the Notice of the
examination), subject to the merit and availability/suitability of candidates, the Commission
has hereby shortlisted some additional candidates in pursuance of Para 17.23 of Notice of
Phase-Vlll/2020/Selection Posts uploaded on the Commission's website datedZl.02.2020,

In

details of which are as under:-

"ln case, during the stage of Scrutiny of documents/final Document Verification, the
Commission observes that the vacancy(ies) for a particular category of Post(s) is/are not
getting filled up completely, an additional number of candidates who have qualified in the
Computer Based Examination, in the order of merit, shall be called onlv for one more
time, at the discretion of the Commission for filling up the number of vacancies not
getting filled up, in the ratio of 1:20 for vacancies upto 5 and 1 :10 for vacancies more
than 5."

2.

Due to the rejection of candidates during the scrutiny of documents conducted in
the Regional Offices to fill up the vacancies, it was found that ample number of suitable
candidates were not available for various categories of posts. Therefore, in pursuance of
above mentioned provision of the Notice, the Commission is hereby providing additional
candidates for various post categories on the basis of merit and availability in Computer
Based Examination of Phase-Vlll/2020/Selection Posts. The additional number of
candidates shortlisted for next stage of scrutiny under different categories for Higher
Secondary (10+2) level posts are as under:
EWS

SC

ST

oBc

UR

40

Total
40

ESM

HH

0

0

+including 5 EWS, 7-SC and 13-OBC candidates qualifying at UR standard

3.

As per provisions of the Notice of the examination, a minimum cut-off criteria
IUR 35% (i.e. 70 marks), EWS/OBC 30% (i.e. 60marks), All other categories
25o/o (i.e.50 marks)l has been applied while processing the additional result.
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4.

Candidates who were earlier declared "Not Qualified" as per result dated
12.04.2021, are considered for qualifoing in the Additlonal Result against the reported
post-categories in the ratio of 1:20 or 1:10 (vacancy : candidates), wherever applicable, in
the Computer Based Examination subject to the merit and availability/suita bility of
candidates.

5.

Post-Category wise cut-off fixed by the Commission for the additional candidates
considered eligible in the order of merit to the next Stage of Scrutiny along with number
of candidates are as follows:

(Cut-off Details for candidates qualified for Higher Secondary (10+2) level)
Level of

Examination

Post

Code

Category
codes

Candidate
Available

s

Details of Iast Selected Candidate

rot"f lrr"rft

I

p".t A l-P"rt

B-

Date of Birth

(dd-mm-w)

Higher Secondary

KK11320

9

20

125.14305

2

8.50

6.00

01-09-01

Higher Secondary

wR12420

9

20

704.29569

21.50

9.00

23-Ot-97

Codes Used are - 9-UR

6.

for next stage of scrutiny are
required to submit a copy of all the supporting Documents (Self Attested) in
The additional candidates who are shoftlisted

respect of Educational Qualification (EQ), Experience, Category, Age, Age-relaxation, etc.
(as applicable) in hard copy along with the print out of their onlane applacation

form to the respective Regional Office(s) to which the Post-Category belongs, within 3
(three) weeks i.e. up to 2a.09.2o22 by spEED posr oNLy. The candidates should
clearly mention the "Higher Secondary (10+2) level,,and "post-Category No.,,on
the ToP of the Envelope while sending the documents to the respective Regional
Office(s) by Speed Post

The candidates can take out the printout of their application form by logging into
the website of the commissron (www.ssc.nic. in) using their Login ID password.
&

7.

rmportant- Additionar resurt for those vacancies/categories of posts
where

no

additional candidates are qualified/shoftlisted is either
due to candidates available are not
fulfilling the eligibility criteria as per Notice of
the Examination or suitable candidates are
not available.

B'

The other conditions & provisions of the
Resurt write-up (Higher secondary
(10+2) rever) uproaded on 12.04.2021,
arready uproaded on the website of
the
Commission,
shall remain unchanged.

Under Secretary (RHe)
07.O9.2022
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